
how to go about things, mostly regarding the students I am supervising. Back in my little office without noisy Roman, with the lights turned off, I also kept writing the descriptions for each part
of my projects (this I already did some years ago but this time I really will make an effort to keep older versions of my Website). Unexpectedly I also started confronting my actual research after
the conflict with my supervisor. I am most determined to keep up the historical, theoretical and empirical parts without making everything theoretical as my supervisor proposed, falling in the
philosophizing trend which I am so reluctant to. Without all the academic aid I should use, I actually started finding very interesting material related to my subject, more video clips and related
work I should analyze rather than plain academic articles. I thus set forth was again into my active research despite knowing that there will be another confrontation soon. I will really hesitate this
time and anyhow they also know that I can hurt too. In the evening i went to the gym and now I am on my way home with the commuter, ready to bath and possibly talk to on Skype, a
regular meeting like the Skype meetings Michel, a former student of mine who I met yesterday, has with his Swiss distant father and the meetings I might have to entertain with August in the
future, if I really ought to leave this country.

I had to look for a plug to recharge my laptop on the commuter now, hitting home. I have not make use of my laptop today in fact. It was out of battery after skyping with little Myrthe for over an
hour yesterday night. She was in doubt of leaving her country for me and I also felt in doubt but this morning, walking up very early, I wrote her that she could move in the first of September
next year and from the 1st of September two years later we can start looking for a possibility to move back to the Netherlands. In this way I can take care of August before he gets a teenager and
of my doctorate, which I finally got inspired again to resume. I later used my stationary computer to refine more "professionally" my project, extracting the background of the head shots I take of
new acquaintances and tracing the trajectories of my little walks this month. it was sunny out and I really got an inspiration, to limit the Auction of my project to only used devices, material
inputs to the project (paintings, drawings, collages ...), my personal objects and at last my booklets. I mean, I have not being keeping a booklet for over a decade and I resumed after finding one
last week in a storm hit station on our way to Malmo... these trips are in fact quite enlightening at least to essentialize me outcome. I am now obsessed again, reflecting myself in my booklet once
again and I did spend the breaks between all the students seminars I have supervised today, to amplify and complete my Virtual world with a human and natural landscape, as August likes and as
I once thought of, when a teenager building my first theory of colors book. The seminars otherwise where quite fun with group of students presenting their analyses of advertising campaigns. I
was however a bit disturbed by a few of them being quite naive in regards og immigration and gender representation, not seen how populist and manipulative these campings against populism
can be. In this respect I feel very close to Pasolini when in 1960s he was criticizing the young and bourgeoisie youth going out on the street to protest, hitting hard on the policemen, son of poor
folk. I am almost home now, will do grocery and eventually have a quiet evening. 

Today I woke up with a huge amount of dreams in my head, despite the fact that yesterday I broke again my routine and spent the evening again tracing a projection of my Website interface on
the wall. It took me now a few hours to get all my project updated, and I did it while standing. After this I knew that I had to set down to write my philosophy paper, this after it was rejected two
times already. I started really slowly and checking continuously all my words and references but then my enthusiasm and associative way of thinking picked up again, and words just flew off my
fingers. I don't expect the Herr Professor to pass me once again but this time I warned him not too force me to much in his leftist and worst of all nihilist (implying also old fashion and
conservative) ideology. My idea is to try to avoid academic theorizing as much as possible, and keep it for myself, in the style I have developed (it does not make sense otherwise). Rather angry
again with the Herr Professor, as the winter darkness sat in, I walked  later to the city center to find a little agenda for the coming year. They were too expansive but I did manage to buy a plastic
jar of cloudberries for  I then went home again in a rather dark Viking like mood and went down stair to put more nails on the plaques with brailles I am building for my showroom. I
then took all my old booklets up and started sorting my material outcome in different boxes as I though of for my Website. I really felt lonely and miserable, quite an awful and self-destructive
feeling (is all this crappy theorizing that makes one feel it? Let's then try hard to go around it and keep up with the joy of being pure and intuitive). Luckily Myrthe came to the rescue on Skype.
She was at her nephew Peppino again and I can really imagine how brave and strong she is to leave everything to come and live with me, my Love! 

I woke up with almost no dreams after being so angry about my Philosophy professor yesterday and academic theoretizing in general... the way it is meant to prevail makes me puke. The other
thing is that I also did my good son act of talking to  after talking to Myrthe on Skype. In his mind, everything he touches he destroys... I bet he also thought of my previous relationship
so badly affected also by his comments but I think he has great qualities and he should go for them. Anyhow, despite everything, right from the start this morning I started working like a beast,
washing clothes and carpets and even again getting a pain in my back after lifting mattresses around, now that both August and Myrthe will be both here to celebrate a little Christmas. That did
not unmotivate me as it unmotivates  On the contrary, I fixed the door I mounted in the hallway so that it fully opens and closes but most of all I did something quite extraordinary,
ironically inspired by the philosophy paper I was writing yesterday. Well, I used a short essay by Karl Popper to criticize the normalizing humanities, like I am forced to be... a normal and
controllable “student”. Well, I woke up again with an inspiration, breaking the frame for real this time by trying to contact a Professor from the IT department... and the Professor, Mauri, A Finn,
was doing some things that might be related to what I want to do and in the fashion I want, starting from the prototype and the experiment rather than be comfortable with the old theory. We will
Skype tomorrow... viva Skype... both  Myrthe and Jacek are now on-line waiting to talk to me and I just want to take a little bath...

I was just thinking now that I became like Lamin, talking to my girlfriend in another country and also talking to the unions to defend my rights. Today I did something I have never done or
thought of doing, I became a member of a union. I became a member however not because any of my rights are disrespected or I am abused to work too much, on the contrary, I became a
memeber to get out of this state of academic apathy and work more, in the direction I sat out to work. If these damn humanists would just allow me, I would really go far with experimenting,
making use of the facilities they have at their disposal. My great idea was right then, building all these experiments making use of the university facilities but what the heck, my Super Visor is so
terribly reluctant and laid back. The meeting with the Finnish professor, Mauri, went anyway good, it felt stimulated and we will meet to discuss a possible implementation/collaboration of my
Virtual building as some sort of video game to be tested among users. At last some future looking stuff  (which is ironically about looking in the past)! I thus have basically prepared the ground
meeting a person from the union, Antonia, and right when I was telling her about Staffan the Super Visor, he came by and caught us talking... I really like it! Without me, I guess, this guy cannot
move on in his academic carrier and maybe thought of me as an easy fish. I certainly do not interfere with his way of being but hit hard if he or anyone attempts to interfere with my willing... and
the funny thing is always the same: I left Liselott's farm because his father did not allow me to build my church in the middle of the forest and I am leaving the farm of this guy because he does
not allow me to build that very church virtually. I still was with a bit of back pain in the mean while but went to the university gym only to stretch after talking to the lesbian Mathilda about
standing up for our rights as doctorate students... left incapable of any initiative...

A day at work, hard intellectual work, first taking care of my project while also reviewing for different references after having started to read "Technological Society" by Jacques Ellul. i started
reading it, not only because I was quite fascinated by his writing about propaganda a year ago but also because he seems to have some kind of spiritual insight the man and he is not one of the
cannons I am obliged to read. i am really getting sick about this cannon situation to the point that I would take a canon and shoot it all up. The teaching went well however and I was full of
insights to the twelve groups of students that presented different media campaigns. The problem was though that they all thought about using social media and in that I am laying a bit behind. I
should maybe engage more myself into them, at least to get more insights, unless it is too late. In the evening I was about to go to the gym since Myrthe is coming tomorrow but then could not
resist to write to Mauri, who so kindly wrote to me very early in the morning, not at all like my supervisor, he is very dynamic and willing to engage, to take responsibility off the office hours. I
eagerly read through his papers and immediately wrote a long e-mail back, hopefully he does not get scared about my abnormality and I find at least a Professor who supports me, hopefully. I
won't loose faith! I am on my way home now with Myrthe waiting on Skype... all is so very exciting but so very dangerous! She is coming to live here, leaving everything behind and I am really
pushing and challenging academia and the static humanities to contrive my intuition, this will be a big life lesson for me, to see whether I did good or wrong and now is too hard to say!

On my way to pick Myrthe to the airport, driving a little car I am about to rent! The fact that today was for me a quite bold day having sent the thoughts around my project to Mauri and having
got is rather enthusiast approval, we have taken the first step to replace my supervisor with him. I actually took the first step in going up to the very administrative top of the kafkian university
castle and go to talk to the contact Mauri suggested me, luckily because nothing could have otherwise been done from the department. Now I have been driving a little rented car to the Nyköping
airport, the one for cheap flights. We will spend moments of forgetfulness together. Luckily, I took this matter at hand now, just testing the waters right away in case it does not work out but I
think I was rather technical in getting to know my rights and understanding what kind of possibilities I am offered, this without selling my talent to devil or just simply dig it unused in the ground
or buried death as philosophizing tend to do! People are getting out of the little airport... Myrtina, my angel, should be coming in seconds and I am her chauffeur with the horses ready to take her
to my little home, her palace.

Walking up with sweet little Myrthe sound asleep on my side, in the Japanese mattress... it is interesting how again by mapping my project to the capacity of the place at my disposal, a new thing
has popped out, a space for a new element, this beautiful little creature. I felt actually a bit sorry for her given the dark and gloomy weather out and the fact that she is sort of giving up allot to
come live with me, mostly what this environment is not, the charm of Utrecht for instance. Here is quite rough instead but I am sure we can have very nice time together, aside form this dark and
snowless months. Talking about desolation, the department at the university today was rather crowded with people having meetings and so forth... but I felt a rather strong distance form them.
Myrthe and I sat in the library among the students (we found a nice environment on the top floor) and had lunch at the restaurant among the professors. All the causes of my tensions and distress
were there, including the philosophy professor and my supervisor. They must have saw me but the latter gave me his back and I really had a strong feeling of compassion for him. Because of my
determination, he will now loose his chance to ever become a professor (he needs at least a doctorate student to become one). On the other hand I am not the person to go under a tribe and try to
make an institution out of it... no freaking way!  regrets not having compromised things in his life and I am ready to compromise everything but my soul. Rather than going then to the
Christmas party with my collegue (there was no extra space for Myrtina... talking about their hospitality...), we went to the center of Södertälje with all their immigrants but also a Christmas
market. We again bought quite many presents for all my family that we are soon to visit in Italy and then went home to make love, sleep and cooking as Myrthe is doing now while I am writing...
from tomorrow instead a few days with August to celebrate Christmas.

After the most sweet evening with Myrthe, singing love song to her and caressing her little body while she was falling asleep, today I woke up really early and got to update my project for some
hours to then sleep a little with Myrthe again before going to the university. Myrthina felt a bit bad after throwing our food in the trash by mistake although I really did not feel at all bad for it.
Once at the university, it was sunny and she went to work a bit at the library while I was consulting the students with their media productions. I was quite ready and competent as usual, but you
never know in these environments where people are forced to give up their talent for the sake of being "academic" (which is far from being "scientific" as it just leads to a cautious way of
proceeding and delivering knowledge). We had lunch in the cafeteria with a rather cool Lebanese guy serving us some pretty good food that we shared. Myrthe then left and I got back to my
students but also managed to read my e-mail where the old Professor in the department, the patriarch, announced more restrictions to us doctorate students... thus all our complaints that we
should be let more free, have been turned into a temporary, contrary effect,  more enslaved by the patriarchs who so much claims their liberal thinking but are so much conventional. I sometime
think that the reason of this conventionalism, of this provincial following up of mainstream research as it happens in the local art museums, is a lack of originality. Anyhow, I wonder if they
expect my "revolution". I have never being a rebel but this is maybe because I have never been forced some intellectual concept on me. Now the time came and these guys are being really sneaky
wanting my research to be a product of their department, with their agenda and this is very clear and disgusting. War then and during this war some peace for myself to keep on curating my
project and the people I love, like little August, whom I am about to pick up soon and whom I might not be able to be with by being now so obstinate not to compromise my spiritual operation. 

Today we slept a long time, being a bit sensitive over August slight bad mood yesterday which was actually only him being very exhausted. I was most nice to him this morning while Myrthe
was Skiping to a friend about a possible job. I also cut my hair while August took his ritualistic bath and Myrthe prepared a tiramisú for us. After we went all together to the second hand shop...
another "family" ritual. We had much fun walking together over the otherwise gray and modern highway bridge. Myrthe and August were most playful and it was fun in the church shop looking
for old toys and sweaters. Once back home we celebrated the actual unofficial Christmas, sharing presents in the big room and then eating a turkey. August was very happy of his new computer
and now we are just taking a small break with our daily computer dose, before moving on with the celebrations and eat cakes and chips!

Myrthe is relaxing in bed now and August is gone. I woke up earlier today and spent quite some time teaching him how to use the new computer I bought him. It will be our means to
communicate when life will take us apart in some two years and an half. Myrthe will move in here next fall and we will have two years to spend intimately together before moving back to her
country. This is however a plan, made much stronger by all the alien feeling this place infuse on us, a place completely transformed to shit by politicians who have certainly gone to school and
lost their common sense reading the theories I also have to get used to. I am resisting and I am on my way out of the crap, possibly, or only giving the whole thing some time, changing
supervisor, complicating things and keeping up the negotiation with Academia. I t was nice however today, walking a bit out with August being a bit stubborn but then intuitively going down to
the water and see the mess the beavers have made (in reality the mass have been caused by humans not allowing the beavers to construct and removing their operation as much as I am blocked by
the social patriarchs). As the sun was shining a bit, we also managed to walk a bit to the city center where we got a slice of cake... we ought to be more careful with money in the future, this
month being extremely expensive with all the presents. At home we all packed our stuff, as we are traveling tomorrow and I even received an e-mail from my current supervisor making himself
available to meet over Christmas... he probably perceive what is to come to him soon in January...

I am seating at  mountain house, in all the security and charm of a well off family after all the alien experience of leaving the emancipated suburb of Stockholm, walk with Myrthe in
the middle of the night through the harbour to reach the bus stop an then travel among all sort of immigrants taking airplanes and trains. Italy was quite nice however, completely covered in the
fog but quite, almost too quite as if the recession has hit everyone and the country is in a long sleep after all the industrial era now passed. I did meet some nice Italian people while traveling,
despite all the immigrants, very kind people. In Vicenza my little half sister  came to pick us up with her fancy jeep and kindly cooked a pasta for us. Myrthe and I, very sleepy then went
off with my mom's car to the mountains and stayed a bit with  to then go out with   and the little sweet  They offered us some winter wine, I did not
drink but latter we met my old best friend Francesco and his little family, also wanting to go out for some drinks, to which again I abstained however keeping very good company and making
good jokes. Now instead a nice little supper with 

A quite nice day in my native highland, first going up to the higher mountain with  and half sister teaching Myrthe how to cross country ski skate. It was rather humid and cloudy, so
not really fun perhaps for Myrthe but still an experience we got into together, without all the mania sport addicts have to do most kilometers. Later we went back to the house and had a quite
lunch with after which Myrthe and I went down to the central bar and got some work done.  In Canada, was also on-line and after decades of absence I took the chance to
show him Asiago in real time walking out to the main street with my laptop. Myrthe is a bit afraid that he could badly influence me and me too in a way but I see allot of self criticism in him and
I don't mind anymore his strong disappointment with the world, his pessimism I mean. It was quite nice to walk out again in the town where I was born and lived my childhood. I took Myrthe to
a shoe shop by the church and bought her some proper boots. She was very thankful and I really mean to support her, at least with very essential things like water proof and anti slippery boots. In
the evening, waiting for the Christmas eve to start at uncle Gigi, we went to  and starting to dance quite a bit with little  having much fun and releasing completely all
the tension between us... a real catharsis... now off we go to the Christmas eve dinner and then to church. 

My half sister comes back at 4 every morning, truncating my sleep and thus even today I spent hours idle in bed, a little bed with little Myrthe on my side. It was Christmas day and it was pretty
late when we got to open our presents. We had a bit too little and Myrthe was a bit upset about it and also already a bit shocked of hearing just people talking Italian around her. It was fine
however at lunch, eating with Francesco's family at my twin sister rented place (the same we rented this summer). The food was quite heavy though and I ended up taking little to sleep and
sleep myself. Later with Myrthe we been doing some work since the weather was most shitty out, with way too much rain, a black Christmas. We also took a little walk in Asiago and I also got
some tracking shoes, much lighter then the ones I already have. I even managed to help  quite allot with his computer presentations... I like being technical and problem solving...
After dinner where I talked allot about many things such as my biological father, my trips and so forth, we watched a nice new Italian movie from Sorrentino, visually striking...

I woke up today rather early again and did not stand up to do my work as usual but laid in bed to hear the terribly strong storm hitting the house. It was not either a gentle snow storm but almost
like a summer rain... very weird indeed. I anyway took the opportunity to catch up with my project, cleaning up my desktop now filled with allot of pictures and videos. As long as everything is
in order, I am sort of fine and order is really what makes me feel good (in that I might be a little be of a fascist, but of myself, which makes it a big difference). It was anyhow pleasant to be with

very relaxed and talkative but my half sister was really a pain in the ass, almost in her puberty still (as Myrthe says), or simply a dog in captivity barking at me every time she has an
opportunity to do so.  was instead very nice and gave us all sort of food for our departure. The problem is however that with the economic recession, they no longer receive all the
Christmas presents and baskets of food they used to. As the rain diminished, Myrthe and I drove down the mountains and found the amazing little town of Piovene where we are now going to
spend a whole week. It was really nice to walk left and right of it, along the big mountain and discover very many things until the dark slowly took over and we got into a traditional bar with
local where Myrthe had some wine... all very cheap and all very contained, intimate. Now we are in the old but modernly renovated house of a retired Austrian who is now in Australia (no
joke!)... with days all to be looked after in this that I sort of find as the place where many of my ancestors originated...




